Purification and culture of spinal motor neurons from rat embryos.
We describe an immunopanning protocol to isolate, enrich, and culture spinal motor neurons from rat embryonic spinal cords. The method takes advantage of several distinct properties of rat lower motor neurons to isolate them from neighboring cells. First, an ideal stage in development after motor neurons are born (embryonic day 14 during rat gestation), but prior to extensive axonal extension or developmental apoptosis, is exploited. Lower motor neurons cannot be viably isolated using this method after birth. After dissociating embryonic spinal cord tissue, which contains lower motor neurons among many other cell types, the uniquely large motor neurons are enriched using density gradient centrifugation. Finally, the collected cell population is further purified based on selective immunopanning for motor neurons, which express the low-affinity nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor often referred to as p75. The near-pure lower motor neuron cultures are plated and seeded in defined conditions optimal for survival and can be maintained for several weeks. The expected yield is approximately 70,000 cells per embryonic spinal cord.